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The following children have all celebrated birthdays between  
8th May and 22nd May: 
 
Archie  
Millie  
Evie 
Eden and River  
Zara  
Liam   
and 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Tabitha TODAY!!! 

 

 
Well done to all of the 

children who have 

completed the Belmont 

Challenge/Belmont Award 

this half term. Remember, 

it is not too late!  The Half 

Term holiday would be the 

ideal opportunity to 

continue with the 

Challenge! 

Here are the latest 

children to have 

completed the Challenge: 

Top: George who learnt to 

cook some meals for his 

practical challenge. 

Middle: Olivia looking 

after her pony. 

Right: Olivia completing a 

flick flack (a backward 

handspring) for one of her 

challenges. 

The Belmont 

Challenge 
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Below: Connie in Year 5 really wanted to do something to raise money for the NHS so has chosen 

to raise money for the Royal Surrey Foundation Trust Charity who provide daily meals to hospital 

staff so they do not have to worry about preparing food for work. Also for psychological resources 

to help support in the aftermath when this time is over.  

Connie was missing swimming so much that she decided to spend all of her savings on a paddling 

pool and bungee that attaches to the family car! She has challenged herself to swim the length of 

the English Channel by counting her strokes calculating that she swims 25 strokes for 25m with no 

dive or push off; therefore, in order to achieve the 21miles to swim the Channel, she needs to 

swim nearly 34,000 strokes!. Should anyone want to sponsor Connie, the link to her fundraising 

page is below. 

https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/connieswimchallenge?utm_term=GenMemJV9 

Many of us have found 

time to try out new skills 

during this period of 

Lockdown: 

Top Left: Charlie in Year 

6 has experimented with 

the Tye-dye technique to 

create this wonderful t-

shirt. 

Right: 

Jacob in Year 5 has 

enjoyed photographing 

the beautiful countryside 

on his daily walks.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/connieswimchallenge?utm_term=GenMemJV9
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So many children have received awards for their work during this half of term. 

There are too many to list so we would just like to say ‘WELL DONE EVERYONE’! 

 

On the following pages are just a few photographs which give a flavour of some 

of the amazing work children have produced in the past two weeks. 

 

Mrs Skrine and all the staff at Belmont would like to wish you all a very happy Bank 

Holiday weekend and Half term next week. 

 

Emilia in Year 3 spent a weekend making bird boxes.  

By chance, three new-born chicks fell out of their nests and Emilia was able to rehome them 

immediately in one of her new boxes next to their original nest. Their mum returned to feed 

her babies and as a result, Emilia and her family think they have helped to save at least three 

chicks. Well done to Emilia who has definitely helped to preserve our local wildlife.  

 

The Plans and Cutting. 

 

A Rescued Baby Blue Tit in the Emergency.  

 

Making a Peg Stand for Mummy Bird. 

 

Emilia’s three bird boxes, Emergency, Emilia 

& Space Age. 
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Caspar using Maths  
to make Flapjack. 

 

Year 1 and Year 2 

 

Albert with his wonderful artwork. 

 

 

Jaspar ‘The Life Cycle of a Plant’. 

 

 

 

Verity – observational drawing in the 
garden. 
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Year 3 have been learning about Kenya and 

about the Massai Mara. They have made some 

Massai craft in their lessons. 

Below: Millie  

 

 

 

A story with Symbols, 

Aboriginal Art Symbols  

& Learning about the Massai Mara 

Year 3 

 

 

 

Right: 

Gabriel with his Art 

Plan. 

Left: 

George - RS work – 

the story of Jacob & 

Esau exchanging their 

birthright for a bowl 

of stew. 
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Nella used her Tortoise to create a 
Branching Database. 

  

 

 

Above:  

Ellen, Entry for ‘Rainforest in a Box’ 

Geography Competition. 

 

 

 

Year 4 

Year 4 English, Landscape Art (Below), 

Geography and Science 

 

Left:  

Myrtille created this wonderful grid in 

her garden to explore coordinates. 
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The English Department has seen 

some wonderful examples of 

illustrated Poetry.  

Further examples are available on  

our Social Media pages. Please do 

visit and read them. 

Losing family, tears in our eyes, 

Ones who never stop fighting for there 

lives, 

Coming together in our hearts, 

Keeping each other safe, people 

come home at last. 

Dreaming of the better days, 

Only some people are getting paid; 

When will this adventure end? 

No one knows how long till the bend. 

 

 

Friths Parmacy in Dorking has a new 
temporary shop front courtesy of the 

Keyworker children from Belmont School! 
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Zara practising ‘Sound of 
the Day’. 

 

 
Mila showing us her Wormery. 

 

 

 

 

Mimi with her brother 
Santino – ‘Tea Party’ Maths. 

 

 

Ethan and Oliver with their 
Artwork. 

 

 

Millie home schooling – 
singing the ‘Days of the 

Week’ song. 

 

 

Arthur also made a 
Wormery! 

 

The Early Years children have been so busy. One of the stories they listened to was, ‘Super 

Worm’ and afterwards, Mrs Melliard suggested they try to make a Wormery (see examples from 

Mila and Arthur above). They sang along to ‘Days of the Week’ songs on YouTube (Millie below), 

practised their ‘Sound of the Day’ (Zara) and counting (Mimi with her Tea Party Maths).  There 

was a good deal of Art (Ethan and Oliver) and even some ‘Animal Bop’!  Well done to all the 

children in Early Years for all the wonderful work on Tapestry. There are too many to show but 

Mrs Melliard has looked at them all and awarded each child a certificate for ‘Working hard and 

making us Smile’.   

 


